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In long chairs with the rail joint between the ties, two keyed bolts 
fig. 3,) may be used along with the staples at the ends. 

Another mode (fig. 5,) of securing the chair to the bars and ties, is to 
take the lengths of angle iron, and instead of notching at the ends, make 
two notches in the hooked part; the jogs in the ties are made to suit a key 
made of hard wood passing outside of the vertical flanches of the chair. 
After this key is driven tightly in both cross-ties, the chair is held down 
by the usual hook-headed spikes in the notches, and the key prevented 
working out. 

Staples and spikes may be dispensed with, by making the strai(2ht we}) 
of the chairs to hook under, (fig. 6,) forming a half "dove-lai})"~ ~, +I+c, 
key driven alongside as before; the key could be prevented w~,d,i~;; uu:~ 
by a single nail driven in its side. 

A M E R I C A N  P A T E N T S .  

List of American Patents which issued from June 30tlt, to .}u~: 2S/!~, 1S57. 
(inclusive,) with Exempl}fication, s. 

J U N E  30. 

246. For an  Improvement {n Fountain Lamps; Henry  Wr igh t  Adams, City of New 
York. 

Claim.--" Providing the burner cup with an internal cylinder or lining, to leave an 
open bottomed but close topped passage around the lmrner in communication with the 
tube or passage coming h'om the fountain or reservoir, said internal cylinder or lining 
being provided with an opening opposite the tube or passage." 

247. For an lmproved Smelling Furnace; Charles C. Alger, Newburgh,  New York. 
Claim.--" An improved furnace, that  is, with its hearth or crucible and boshes of air 

elliptical or elongated form, in combination with the two mouths (one at each end for 
working and tapping), and two or more tuyeres at each side, so arranged as to introduce 
the blast in the direction of the breadth." 

248. For an Improved Machine for Making Bolls and Rivets; Joel R. Bassett, Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio. 

Claim.--" Ist, The  clamps constructed and arranged on the periphery of a rotating 
stock, in such manner  as to be readily accessible tbr inspection sml replacement, iu 
combination with the friction roller for the clamping and releasing of the bolt or rivet. 
2d, In combination with the above, the yielding rest and divided cutter, by means of 
which the rotation of the clamp stock severs the blank, the end of the rod being con- 
tracted during the act of separation, and afterwards released by the retraction of the rest 
and cutter. 3d, The  arrangement of  heading dies and adjustable stationary cam, iu 
combination with the clamps and the perpendicular face of the plate." 

249. For an Improved Maehlnefor Riveting Boilers; Sitvestcr Bennett,  New Orleans, 
Louisiana. 

Claim.--" The  cmployment, in combination with the riveting punch or plunger, of a 
hollow ' s e t '  fitted to slide upon the exterior of the same, and operated to close or set 
the metal around the rivet before the operation of the punch or plunger commences, and 
hold the same closed during such operation." 

250, For an  Improvement iu Iron Pavements for Streets; George W. Bishop, Brook- 
lyn, l~ew York. 

" T h e  object of  my invention is to make a pavement for streets of blocks of iron, so 
formed on their upper surface as to effectually prevent horses from slipping, and permit 
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water with accumulat ing dirt to run off to the side gutters, and at the same time of 
securing rails thereto tbr a railroad." 

Claim.--" Making cast iron paving blocks with a series of transverse draining grooves, 
which when completed and laid, will form grooves running  from tile middle of the street 
towards the side gutters or sewers. Also, forming the surface of iron paving blocks 
with a series of inclined planes and shoulders, to prevent horses from slipping, while at 
the same time carriages will roll over the surface without serious impediment or con- 
cussions. Also, the said series of inclined planes and shoulders, in combination with 
the lateral ~grooves for draining, but which atso answers the purpose of preventing horses 
t?om slipping. Also, the manner  of unit ing the iron blocks in laying a pavement by 
the alternating over and under lapping of the series of  blocks, whereby the blocks are 
enabled to sustain one another, and thereby more efl'eetualLy maintain the required 
grade." 

~5t. For an Improvement in Machines for Making Paper; Edward B. Bingham,  
Brooklyn, 5,'ew York. 

Claim.--" The  empIoyment or use of the endless aprons, one or more, placed within 
the pulp vat adjoining the cylinder." 

252. For an Improved Blast Blower; John Brough, Aurora, ILlinois. 
Clalm.~" The wind or blast wheel, constructed of the circular plates, having open- 

ings made through them, and provided with hoods, the plates having a bucket or piston, 
one or more, secured between them, when the wheel thus  constructed is fitted within 
the fan box constructed in the form of a scroll." 

253. For an Improved Machine for Making Horse Shoes; Henry Burden, Troy, :New 
York. 

Claira.~" 1st, The  feeding apparatus, and in connexion therewith the mode of cut- 
t ing off the rod ; also, the self-acting device for stopping the feeders, and the mode of 
renewing their action at the proper time. 2d, T he  mode of bending the rod and placing 
it in its proper position between the swaging dies. 3d, The  flanch on the upper swag- 
ing dies. 4th, The  combination of the revolving, creasing, and punching die, with the 
revolving swaging dies, by which both operations are successively and automatically 
performed. 5th, The  devices for taking the shoe from the upper~ and confining it to 
the lower dies, and finally taking it from the lower dies and conducting it to the flat- 
ener. 6th, The  means  for fiatening the shoe. 7th, The  combination and arrangement  
of machinery by which the several processes are performed successively by one machine, 
and without aid from attendants.  Also, those devices, or their equivalents, which shall 
effect the same." 

~54. Fur an  Improved Portable Steam Radiator for Healing Apartments; I. H. Ches- 
ter, Cincinnati ,  Ohio. 

Clabn.~" The  portable radiator constructed with plain inner  surfaces, the deflector, 
boiler, and tube." 

255. For an Improvement in Distributing Apparatus of Flouring Mills; Alfred T.  
Clark, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.  

Claim.--" The double series of spouts and valves, arranged and connected with the 
bolting chamber. Also, the arrangement of  the conveyer, in combination with the 
double series of valves and spouts." 

256. For an Lnproved Whiflte Tree Hook; Anthony Cooley, Paw Paw, Michigan. 

Claim.--" Providing the outer extremity of the hook socket with an open slot and 
spring seat. and fitting the feather spring and the shank of the snap in the same. Also, 
furnishing internally each of the cheek-pieces of the open slot of the hook socket, with 
a scroll slot, and the snap with two short journals,  and fitting these journals in said 
slots, and holding them in place by means of the feather spring." 

257. For an improved Earth Excavator; Curtius Colby, Wilson,  :New York. 
Claim.--'~ 1st, The  use of the levers with their combination. 2d, Suspend ing  the 

arms to the frame at a point above the level of  the top of the excavator, thus  securing 
the elevation of the hind as well as the fore part at the same time. 3d, Caus ing  the 
return of the bottom of the excavator to its proper position for reloading by means  of 
the strap and roller." 
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258. For  an Improvement in Uterine Supporters; W . E.  Cooke, Philadelphia, Pa. 
" T h i s  invention is to relieve and permanently cure ' prolapsus uteri,' and the other 

diseases consequent thereto--and tile nature of tile invention relales to the immner ill 
which the supporter and truss is made self-adjusting or sclf-yieldh~g to tile body of the 
wearer in all material parts." 

Claim.--" T h e  manner  of uni t ing the bars to each other, and to their pads respect- 
ively, through the intervention of tile sides or hip bars, so that the truss and supporter 
may not only be adjustable, hut  also self-adjusting to the person or body of the wearer. 
Also, in emnbination with the front pad, an adjustable pessary. ,  

259. For an Improvement in Gas IOegulutors; John H. Cooper, Philadelphia, Penna,  

"My invention relates to improvements in that  class of gas regulators in which a 
~,alve, spring, and inverted cup are used, and my improvement consists in so connect- 
ing the inverted cup and valve to an arm hinged to the interior of the instrument,  that  
its sensitiveness is increased by avoiding the objectionable friction common to ordinary 
gas regulators." 

Claim.--" The  combination of the inverted cup, arm, and valve, when both valve 
and cup are attached directly and permanently to an arm hinged to the interior of the 
casing." 

260. For anlmproved Horse Shoe; Win.  Cooper, Brooklyn, New York. 
Ctalm.~" The  use of a metallic plate horse shoe covering thebase  of the hoof, hav- 

ing a suitable stopper fitting into a screwed opening in the same, or an equivalent there- 
for." 

261. For  an improvement in Gas Burners; Asa D. Gates, Binghampton,  N. Y. 
Claim.--" Attaching to the top of, or slipping over the usual  burner the eoItieal or 

cylindrical supplemental chamber burner." 

262. For  an Improved Apparatus fi~r Separatinz Oil~ Particles held in suspension 
by Steam; Robert Hale, Roxbury, Massachus~etts. 

Claim.--" T h e  apparatus for separating oil from steam." 

263. For an Improvement in Harvesters; Henry D. Hammond,  Batavia, New York. 

" T h e  invention consists in a peculiar combination of devices for the s imultaneous 
turning up of the teeth of the harvesters, and the elevation of the side of the machine 
towards the s tanding grain." 

Claim.--" The  shaft with arms relatively attached thereto, in combination with the 
swinging fianehed supporting bar, and the journaled cutter and finger bar, connected 
with arms, when said parts are arranged for joint operation." 

264. For  Improved Adjustable Fender Posts for Saw Mille; Henry  Harpold, Racine, 
Ohio. 

" T h e  invention consists in constructing the fencler posts in saw-mills in such a man-  
ner that the slides may be so varied as to give the saw any desired pitch, and also that 
when the saw has worn, hollowing in the eentre, the frame may be so adjusted as to 
accommodate itself to the shape of the saw; also in the arrangement of the jaws."  

Clalm.--"lst, The  fender-posts arranged in two parts and adjustable: secured together 
by hook bolts, and working on a pivot on the fender beams¢. 2d, The  jaws and blocks 
attached to the saw sash, and working on a swivel arranged with the adjustable fender 
posts, for the purpose of giving the saw pitch and making it follow a desired curve." 

265. For an Improvement iu tlar~estlng Machines; John K, Harris, Allensville, 
Indiana.  

Claim.--" Imparting to the enttter bar of harvesting machines, a uniform reciprocat- 
ing motion by means of the duplex drive wheel, when used in combination with the 
rocking pinion, said wheel and pinion being geared by means of alternate and oblique 
sets of cogs." 

266. For an Improvement in Electric Tele~rapks; Harrison G. Dyar, City of New York; 
patented in England  February 3, 1851. 

Claim.--" Constructing and operating signalizing telegraphic apparatus in such man-  
ner that electric pulsations representing signals resulting from the actions of two or 
more operators at work at the same time, are imparted alternately and successively to a 
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single main conductor or xiire of communication, and received therefrom, and distrib- 
uted in the same alternating succession, whereby a single main conductor may be made 
the instrument by whieh two or more operators can be simultaneously employed in send- 
ing different messages either in the same or in opposite directions. Also, transmitt ing 
different electric signals, resulting from the actions o[" two or more operators, working 
at the same time, at the same or opposite ends of a single main conductor, by means  of 
a single main conductor, combined with two or more sets of corresponding signal send- 
ing and signal receiving conductors, which represent the different signals in use, and are 
appropriated to different operators by means of intermediate eircnit making and circuit 
breaking apparatus, which are moved in harmony at the signal sending and signal receiv- 
ing stations, in such manner  as to present themselves successively in all the positions 
required to permit currents of electricity to be passed alternately through the correspond- 
ing members of the signal sending and signal receiving conductors, whereby the appa- 
ratus at each station ean at the same time be employed in transmitt ing and receiving 
signals representing messages. Also, transmitting electric pulsations to a main conductor, 
and distributing them from the same main conductor by two sets of circuit making and 
circuit breaking apparatus, which are movcd in harmony with each other, but are moved 
hy the mechanism independently of the other portions of the telegraphic apparatus, in 
such manner that tile harmonious movem~,nt of the circuit making and circuit breaking 
apparatus at either end of the main conductor is notimpeded or controlled by the irregu- 
lar movement of other parts of the telegraphic apparatus. Also, sending and receiving 
signals, as above stated, by apparatus, so arranged and combined with the main eon- 
duetor that in operating the impulse that closes or opens the circuit shall last but a mo- 
ment, while the contact maintained at the station where the signal is received shall last 
a longer period, so as to obviate the necessity of exaet synchronism in the movements 
of the mechanism at the two stations." 

267. For an Improvement in Sewing Machines; Elias Howe, Jr., Cambridge, and 
Win.  R. Bliss, Boston, Massachusetts.  

Claim.--" 1st, In connexion with the mode of forming a seam by means of two 
threads, the seizing and holding of the loop of  the needle thread after it is inserted by 
means  of the point of the shuttle and finger, or their equivalent, and the withdrawing 
of the needle from the material to be sewed before the shuttle thread is passed through 
the loop. 2d, The  combining and arndaging of the meehanism which works the shut- 
tle thread and the baster, or its equivalent, with the standard, and in connexion there- 
with so arranging the mechanism which works the needle thread, as that they shall 
co-operate and form the seam when the standard is inserted in objects of a tubular 
form." 
268. For an  Improved Permutation Lock; Frank G. Johnson,  Brooklyn, New York. 

Claim.--" The  combination together of the tumblers (using two or more of said tum- 
blers) with the exterior pins, and the pins with the springs, the bolt, and locking latch." 

269. For an improvement in Metallic Packing ~ r  Steam Pistons; Daniel Lasher,  
Brooklyn, New York. 

Claim.--" The  manner  of eonstrueting the bent or folded metallic springs to take an 
even and extended bearing on the inner side of the packing ring or rings, when pro- 
vided with the lips or projections, to keep the springs properly in place." 

270. For an Improvement in lron Truss Frames for Bridges; Francis C.  Lowthrop, 
Trenton, :New Jersey. 

Claim.--" The  straining plate, in combination with the rods, when the latter are 
connected to the plate, and when the said plate is arranged to receive the vertical or 
verticals and diagonals of iron truss frame bridges." 
271. For an Improvement in Self-actlng Rakes for Harvesters; Salem T, Lamb, New 

Washington,  Indiana. :" 
" T h e  invention relates to the construction and peculiar operation of a self-acting 

raking apparatus." 
Claim.--" In eombination with a rake having the motions, the gyratory beam, and 

the rock shaft, when the rake is attached to said rock shaft. Also, in eombination with 
a rake operating the slotted guard for regulating or governing its motions, when com- 
bined with the beam and shaft. Also, in connexion with a rake having the motions, 
the eombined use of the spring for holding it to its work, and the set screw for regulat- 
ing the extent of deseent of said rake." 
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272. For an Improved Sawing Maehlnefor Felling Trees; Matthew Ludwig, Boston, 
Massachusetts.  

Claim.~" The  combination of the vibrating radius with the pitman and saw-stock, 
for the purpose of guiding and rocking the saw circularly in its own plane." 

273. For an Improvement in Printing Ink; George Matthews, Montreal, Canada 
East .  

Claim.--"The use of the calcined green oxyde of chromium for making ink for 
printing from engraved:plates, from types, or for other kinds of printing." 

274. For an Improvement in Valve Gear for Steam Engines; Sidney Maltly, Dayton, 
Ohio. 

Claim.--" The  means for effecting the reverse cut-off and lead, when said means are 
arranged directly on the wrist of the engine crank, and used as a substitute for the com- 
mon link and hook motions." 

275. For Improved Raking Attachments for Harvesters; John McIntosh, Geneva, 
Illinois. 

Claim.--" The peculiar method of withdrawing and releasing the sliding plate when 
the same is used in combination with the endless belt." 

276. For an Improvement in Harvesters: David S. McNamara,  North Hoosiek, New 
York. 

" T h e  invention relates to a novel means  employed for raising the sickle, when it is 
required to back the machine." 

Claim.--" Connecting the shaft by means of the arm and link, with the rod placed 
at the underside of the draft pole, and connected with the yoke ring." 

277. For an Improved Fence; James Moore, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  
Claim.--" The  use of lozenge-formed slats, and the alternate twisting of the wires 

between the slats." 
278. For an 1reproved Frame for Combined Mower~ and Reapers; J. A. Moore and 

A. H. Patch,  Louisville, Kentucky.  
Claim.--" Making the rear and outer end of the frame of a combined mower and 

reaper of a single bar of  angle iron, when said bar is bent into the form, and united to 
the frame bars, and to the finger bar and shoe." 

279. For an Improvement in Chilling Plough-shares; James  Oliver and Harvey Little, 
South Bend, Indiana. 

Clalm.~" The  process consisting in placing the surface of the chill in such a posi- 
tion in relation to the other parts of the mould, tbat the melted metal shall first come 
in contact with the  chill at the edge of the share." 

280. For Elastlc Loop for Suspending Bedstead Slats; CharlesRobinson,  Cambridge- 
port, Massachusetts .  

Claim.--" An elastic self-attaching loop for bedstead slats, as a separate article of 
manufacture not heretofore known." 

281. For an Improvement in Street Lanterns; John Reesc and Charles N.Tyler ,  Wash-  
ington, D. C. 

Claim.--"The arrangement of the funnel-mouthed aperture, and the valve in the 
bottom of the lamp." 
282. For an  Improvement in Modes of Preserving Green Corn; David Rowe, Balti- 

more County,  Maryland. 
Claim.--" The  art and process of preserving green corn in the ear by extracting the 

pith or heart  of the cob, and seasoning and drying the inside of the cob as rapidly as the 
outside, for preserving the virtues and juice of the grain, and preventing the collection 
of mold or corruption." 
283. For an Improvement in Fire Arms; Jacob Shaw, Jr., Hinckley Township,  Ohio. 

Claim.--" 1st, The  combination affd arrangement of the trigger with the cocking 
ratch and hammer,  whereby the force of the main spring will cause the trigger to con- 
t inue its motion in a baekward direction after it has been forced hack to aeertain point, 
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and the introduction of the hair trigger, whereby the trigger may be arrested when it 
has reached that point, and the hammer by this means be held at the cock point, or by 
simultaneous action of a force on the hair trigger, in a backward direction, the back- 
ward motion of the hair trigger may be allowed, and a consequent disengagement of the 
hammer be produced to effect a discharge. 2d, The combination and arrangement of 
the trigger with rotator ratch and locking lever, and the revolving chambered cylinder 
or block, whereby this block is revolved and locked from the front, instead of the usual 
mode of the ratchet wheel and pawl in the rear, intending and designing hereby fo 
claim each part and all the parts named in the above claims, in connexion with each 
other, without intending to limit myself to construct them in the precise form, or of any 
particular dimensions, but intending to reserve the right to vary them as I may deem 
expedient, while I attain the same ends by means substantially the same." 

284, For an Improved Mode of Opening and Closing Farm Gates; Win. Sherwood, 
Beloit, Wisconsin. 

Clalm.~" The use of the crank, in combination with the latch, or its equivalent, 
and the weight for the purpose of opening and shutting a sliding gate, in which arrange- 
ment the gate is opened by one-half revolution of the crank, and shut by the other 
half revolution of the same ; the latch stopping the crank at the end of each half revo- 
lution, and the whole being set in motion by a weight, which may be wound up when 
necessary like the weight of a clock. Also, the arrangement and combination of the 
lever and the connecting rods with the two parts of the gate, by means of which one 
part of the gate, when moving in one direction, opens or closes the other part of the 
gate by a corresponding motion at the same time in the opposite direction." 

285. For an Improved Brake for Wagons~ Hugh Slater, Auburn, New York. 
" T h e  invention consists in a peculiar arrangement and combination of devices by 

the tongue-shaped connexion bar or rod, with its connexion therewith, and with the 
box arms, by which the forward motion of the wheels may be retarded when required, 
and the backward motion not impeded." 

Claim.--" 1st, The peculiar arrangement and combination of devices by means of the 
*oague or pole, the hinge, the tdl shaped connexion, the brake rod or bar, and the eon- 
nexions with the brake arms. 2d, The combination of the pole or tongue, and stop bar, 
with the sliding bar, or its equivalent, whereby the stop is raised when the carriage is 
backed, and lowered when it is moved forward." 

2$6. For an Improved Mortising Machine; Hezekiah B. Smith, Lowell, Mass. 

Claim.--" Ist, The adjustable compound treadle, when used in combination with a 
mortising machine. 2d~ The pawl, or its equivalent, in combination with the table, to 
prevent the action of the chisel from jarring the foot, not intending by this to confine 
myself to the exact form represented, but adopting any other substantially the same." 

287. For an Improvement in Cartridges: Gilbert Smith, Buttermilk Fails, N. Y. 

Claim.--" Making the cartridge case, or at least the cylindrical portion thereof, of 
india rubber cloth or vulcanized india rubber, so that though entering loosely into the 
chamber, by confining it within the chamber, it may be expanded laterally by the force 
of the explosion of the charge against a joint between the barrel and breech, made 
near the middle of the chamber to close the same hermetically, and ('unlike metal) may 
after the explosion contract itself by its own elasticity, so as to admit of its being easily 
withdrawn from the chamber by the fingers of the operator." 

288. For an Improved Raking Apparatus for Harvesters; Daniel C. Smith, Teeum- 
seh, Michigan. 

Claim.~" The mode of operating the rake of a grain harvester, by means of the 
mechanism." 
289. For an Improvement in Gas Generators; John W .  Smith, Washington, D. C. 

" M y  improvement relates more particularly to the retort and its immediate appurte- 
nances, of a cheap and portable apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminating 
purposes, fr,or~ oil or other fatty matter, for use in families." 

Claim.-- The combination of the retort with the partitions, when the said partitions 
are furnished with openings arranged in such a manner that the oil or other fatty mat- 
ter, and the gas produced by its decomposition, shall flow through the retort in currents 
¢ro~ing each other, and alternately dividing and uniting." 
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290. For an Improvement in Itarvesters; Charles T, Stetson, Amherst ,  Mass, 

Ctalm.--" Attaching the finger bar to the frame by means  of the guides and lhe 
grooved segment  guides, the inner end of the bar being provided with fi.iction roIle~'s. 
which work in said segment  guides." 

291. For an Improvement in Man~facture of Jo:'r~al Boxes f~. <"...~':.. ~ .~,c., ~"":' ~ 
Taylor,  Carbondale, Pennsylvania.  

Clalm.~" A journal  box or section of a journal box composed of a brass lining nl~.t 
an iron body, when the two are solidly united together by casting the latter upon th~ 
former." 

292. For  an 1reproved Die Stock; James Teaehout,  Waterford, New York. 

Claim.--" Constructing the die holder of the screw cut t ing die stock in the partlcula~ 
manner,  so as to give firm support to the inner portion of the top of the dies as well a~ 
to their bottoms and sides, and thereby relieve the scroll and guard plates from all the 
upward strain or pressure otherwise exerted upon these plates by the inner portion of 
the dies in cutt ing screws." 

293. For an Improvement ~n Coloring Yarn in the Bobbin; James Thomson  and 
Win.  P. Wakelee, New Hartford, New York. 

Claim.~" The  use of a vaeuum in combination with our arrangement of apparatus, 
to render the same available in the dyeing of yarn in the cop, bobbin, and the like. 
without first reeling it into hanks  or skeins." 

294. For  an Improvement in Resinous Compounds .for Covering tiaras; Carter Yaa  
Yleek, Maeomb, Illinois. 

Claim.--" The  composition for covering hams or other bodies, eonsisting of  rosin, 
gutta-percha, and  tallow." 

295. For  an Improvement in Starch from Maize: Win.  Wat t ,  t~elfast, Ireland. 
Claim.~" The  manufacture of  starch from maize or indian corn, by sleeping the 

whole or unerushed corn in water heated to a temperature of from seventy to one h u n .  
dred and forty degrees, Fahrenhei t ' s  thermometer, such water being changed several 
times during the steeping, or applied in continuous or intermittent streams, and then 
grinding or levigating it with water heated to a temperature of from seventy to one 
hundred and forty degrees of Fahrenheit ' s  thermometer, and then separating the 
starch." 

296. For an Improvement for Condensing Liquids ~n Gaz Main P~pes; John Wal-  
ton, Louisville, Kentucky.  

Clalm.~" The  employment at any convenient place or places in the gas pipes of one 
or more vessels or receptacles containing alcohol, or other hygrometric agent ."  

297. For an Improvement in Slide Valves for Steam Engines; Thomas  Winans ,  Bal- 
timore, Maryland. 

Claim.~" T h e  connecting of the passages through the ends of the main valve~ d o  
nominated the Myers' valve, by the channel  or openings."  

298. For  an Improvement in Defecating Cane Juice; Leonard Wray ,  London,  Eng-  
land ; patented in Belgium June  20, 1854. 

Claim.--" A new process, being one whereby excellent crystallized sugar  has  been 
and  can always be made from the plants ; I therefore elaim the process." 

299. For an Improvement in .Locks; Ludwig Baler, Assignor to Joseph Lippineott and 
Win.  C. Burr, Pit tsburgh, Pennsylvania.  

Clalm.--" 1st, The  sliding tumbler box carrying the tumblers, which by the eliding 
motion of the box are brought into contact with the bits of the key. -2d, The  three 
armed ' follower,' when arranged, constructed, and operating on, and in combination 
with, the tumbler box, bolt, and tumblers, with their slots. 3d, The  key when con- 
structed so as to form a double bit plate, and operating on the tumblers." 

300. For  an  Iraprovement in Ships' .Capstans., Robert Dunbar  and John F. Robcrtson, 
Assignors to The  Buffalo Eagle Iron Works  Co., Buffalo, New York. 

C/alm.~" The  arrangement of the cam and eccentric upon the shaft, operated by the 
lever for throwing in and out of gear the pinions." 
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301. For an Improved Automatle Rake for Harvesters: Joseph S. Manning, Phila. 
delphia, Pennsylvania. 

C/airm--" The raking device, consisting of cross-bar, teeth, and swinging bars, and 
supporting roller, when the same is used in combination with the peculiarly constructed 
platform." 

302. For an Improvement in Strap Pillow Block for Shafting, ~e.; George H. Rey- 
nolds, Medford, Massachusetts, Assignor to self and D. C. Hinckley, Bang.or, 
Maine. 

Claim.--" The journal box consisting essentially of the pieces or bushings, and 
strap." 

303. For an Improvement in Sewing Machlnes/ Wm. Sage, Durham Centre, As- 
signor to Henry Sage, Berlin, Connecticut. 

Claim.~" let, Combining the spring stop plate with the needle and loop former. 
2d, Giving the point of the loop former an upward motion as the needle rises, and the 
point of the loop former expands to form the loop. 3d, The construction of the loop 
former and its arrangement in connexion with the trip and slide, by which it is made 
to open to spread the loop for the reception of the needle, and close to enter the next 
loop." 

304. For an Improved Arrangement of Valves in Steam Cylinders; M. E. Staey, As- 
signor to W. John Way, Flemington, Georgia. 

Claim.~" The arrangement of valves in steam cylinders." 

305. For an Improved Gross-cut Sawing Apparatus; Henry F. Wilson, Assignor to 
self and Henry B. West, Elyria, Ohio. 

CIalm.~" The radius bars, in combination with the vibrating bars, for the purpose 
of straining the saw so as to enable me to give the saw a reciprocating motion without 
guides. Also, placing pins at a greater or less distance apart than pins for the purpose 
of giving a rocking motion to the saw while reciprocating, said motion to be graduated 
according to the kind of wood to be sawed." 

ADDITIONAL I~PROYEMENTS. 

1. For an Improved Farm Gate: Charles N. Cole, Pleasant Valley, New York ; pa- 
tented May 13, 1856 ; additional dated June 9, 1857. 

Claim...-." The arrangement and combination of the levers with the ropes or chains 
and platforms, they forming a self-acting or balance gate." 

2. For an lmproved Cutter for Boring Wheel Hubs~ Leonard S. Maring, Fall River, 
Massachusetts ; patented October 4, 1853 ; additional dated June 16, 1857. 

Clalm.~" 1st, An additional reamer connexion with the shaft. 2d, A serrated, 
notched~ eickled, or ragged edge of reamers or cutters." 

3. For an Improved Spoke and Axe Helve Machine: Owen Redmond, Rochester, 
New York ; patented October 30, 1855 ; additional dated June 23, 1857. 

Claim.--" The jointed guides having slots, in combination with the slots having a 
relative position" 

4. For an Improved Sawlng MaeMnet Win. P. Wood, Washington, D. C. ; patented 
February 26, 1856 ; re-issued March 25, 1856 ; additional dated June 23, 1857. 

Claim.--" The vertical guides and guide rollers, in combination with the swivel link 
saw bearings." 

R~-IssuEs. 

t.  For an Improvement in Grass Harvesters; Win. F. Ketchum, Buffalo, New York ; 
patented February I0, 1852 ; re-issued February 28, 1854 ; re-re-issued June 2, 
1857. 

Claim°--" 1st, Extending the shoe from the heel of the rack or finger bar upward 
and forward, and firmly connecting its continuation with the draft, when the finger bar 
is located so that the power by which the machine is drawn shall, through the shoe, be 
~communicated to and draw forward the heel of the rack or finger bar, thus ~elieving 
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the great strain which would otherwise come upon the lateral eonnexions of the rack 
or finger bar witti the wheel frame, while the heel is enabled to slide over obstructions. 
2d, W h e n  the main wheeI and inner end of the finger bar or rack are located re]atively. 
I claim continuing the shoe from tlle heel of the rack or finger bar upward and ibrward 
until  the upper end of its extension reaches a part of the machine which always runs 
above the mown grass, and which will keep the said grass down, and prevent its rising 
over the point of the extended shoe, thus  aiding the shoe to ride over the mown gras~ 
even v, hen accumulated. .~d, Supporting the heel of the rack or finger bar sufficiently 
near the ground, and at a convenient distance laterally from the main wheel, by arn~s 
extending upwards and forwards, and upwards and backwards therefrom, and connected 
with the frame or spring bars firmly bolted across the frame in front and rear of tile saitt 
rack or finger bar, while "the said frame and bars are elevated to pass over the cut  grass. 
4th, Supporting the rack or finger bar at the side of, and lower than  the main frame, 
by means  of auxiliary framing in ~t fixed position at the side thereof, and extending 
downwards and forward, so that  while the finger bar is held as near the ground as 
desired, and lower t h a n  the main frame, the main frame may be nearly horizontal in 
the line of draft, and at any convenient height to avoid clogging or accommodate the 
diameter of the main wheel; such an auxiliary frame composed of bar, rods, and rack 
or finger bar, but  its 'details may of coarse be varied,while the principle is retained. 5th, 
Supporting the rack or finger bar in its position at the side of, aaad lower than , the  main 
frame, by extending a strong bar behind said rack or finger bar, firmly s*,lpported by said 
frame, and rigidly connecting said rack or finger bar to said bar by a straight brace or 
braces, said frame beingFlevated,  and said bar beirfg elevated and placed sufficiently 
in rear of said rack ant~ finger bar to avoid dogging  or lodging of the  mown or falling 
grass against, when said parts are arranged in relation to each other. 6th, Supporting 
the outer end of the rack or finger bar by a rod extending downwards and forwards 
from the cross-bar to the finger bar, parallel or nearly so to the face of the main wheel, 
when the frame and bar are elevated above tke rack or finger bar, in the manner  and 
for the purposes contemplated in the last claim, to avoid the falling or clogging of the 
cut grass against  such rod." 

2. For an Improvement in Gas Burnerst Ckarles I:I. Johnson,  Boston, Massach~lsetts; 
patented June  26, 1855; additional dated March 18, 1856; re-issued June  2~ 
1857. 

Ctaim.~"Combining the gas distributor or the  same and the purifier, with the burner 
so as to operate therewith. Also, elevating the top of the orifice for injecting the gas 
into the chamber of the burner above the base of said chamlJer, by a cone, or its cquiva. 
lent, and so as to form a channel around said orifice for holding tarry matter, as welt 
as for removing it from the orifice, Al~so, extending the orifice into ~he distributor, and 
among its wires, so as to attain advantages." 

3. For an Improvement in Cast Iron Car Wkeels; Anzon Atwood, Troy,  New York 
patented May 15, 1847 ~ re.issued June  9, 1857. 

Claim.~"The connecting of the rim of the wheel with the hob in eas t  il'on ear 
wheels, by means  of two curved plates starting from near the ends of the h~ab, and join. 
ing at a part of the distance between it and the rim, thus forming a hollow ring or arch 
around the hub, and joining said ring with the rim by a single plate, or its equivalent, 
for the nSO~r" 
4. For an improvement in S]~ps' Blocks; ~ornel ia  Waterman,  adminlstratrix of 

Stephen V~aterman, deceased, and Isaac D. Russell, Ci~ty of New York ~ patented 
January  31, 1844 ; re-issued June  9, 1857. 

Claim.~" Pass ing the straps through grooves in the inner  faces of the cheeks of 
the blocks." 
5, For an Improvement in Loeomob:t,e 7?enders: Ross and Thomas  Winans ,  Balti. 

more, Maryland ; patented May 23, 1854 ; ante-dated May 9, 1854 ; re-issued June  
16, 1857. 

Claim . . . .  The  ten~ter with an upper and lower platform, in combination with and 
for the purpose of feeding with greater convenience the furnace of a locomotive steam 
engine, having upper and lower feeding holes." 

6. For an  Improvement in Locomotive Fire Box¢ Ross and Thomas  Winans ,  BaIti- 
more, Maryland ; patented May 9, 1854 ; re-issued June  16, 1857. 

Claim,~" The  downward and rearward inclination of the top or roof, in eomlJination 
21" 
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with the fiat grate surface, and the usual feeding hole or door, and with or without the 
fuel feeding boxes through the roof." 

7. For an Improvement in Means for Guiding Line Ferry Boa~s or Flying Bridges; 
Win. A. Jordon, Thibodeaux, Louisiana ; patented August 5, 1856 ; re-issued 
June 16, 1857. 

Claim.--" Adjusting the boat relatively with the cable or rope, or by any mechanism, 
when said mechanism is so arranged as not only to effect the adjusting o r turning the 
Boat, but also to retain it when adjusted." 

8. For an Improvement in Flouring ,Yfill; Joseph Wets, Bordentown, New Jersey; 
patented January 29, 1856 ; re-issued June 16, 1857: 

Claim.--" The tapering burr, when covered with steel plates, having teeth ia dis- 
jointed lines, and oblique with the axis of the burr, in combination with the steel pieces, 
having also oblique teeth, but inclined in a contrary direction to those of the burr, and 
being dove-tailed into projections cast to the shields, the said projections forming longi- 
tudinal grooves running lengthwise on the cone, and crossing the inclined dress." 

9. For an Improved Portable Field Fence; James G. Hunt, Cincinnati, Ohio ; patented 
December 16, 1856 ; re-issued Jane 30, 1857. 

Clalm.~'" Connecting the panels or sections of a fence by the projections of one or 
more rails in whole or in part from one section or panel beyond the slats or battens, and 
between the slats or battens of the adjoining panel, and supporting and locking the 
fence by compound triangular braces, and arranged with reference to the projection of 
the rails." 

10. For an Improvement in Looms for Weaving Pile Fabrics; Mertown C. Bryant, 
Lowell, Assignor to E.  B. Bigelow, Boston, Massachusetts; patented May 19, 1850; 
re-issued June 30, L857. 

Claim.--" 1st, The  method of transfering the pile wires in series from the cloth to 
the shed of the warps. 2d, The method of successively cutting the rows of loops or 
pile on tbe pile wires." 

11. For an Improvement in Machine;v for Manufacturing Hat Bodies; James S, Tay- 
lor and Elijah Sturdevant, Danbury, Connecticut, and as administrators of Hiram 
L. Sturdevant, dec*d, Assignees of Lansing E. Hopkins, City of New York ; pa- 
tented December 7, 1852 ; re-i~sued June 30, 1857. 

Claim.--" The method of felting hats by passing them or rolling them between the 
revolving endless planking table, and a series of rollers, or their equivalent, whereby a 
vibrating, reciprocating, and forward motion is communicated to the hats, thereby work- 
ing it up in a perfect manner. But this we claim, only when the ,~ibrating and recip- 
rocating motion is communicated to the hats in the direction of the revoNing motion 
of the traveling belt, so as to give the hats a rolling motion alternately forward and back 
aa they pass through the machine." 

DEsmss. 

I.  For Cooking Stoves; Thomas H. Wood, Henry S. Hubbell, and John E.  Roberts, 
Utica, New York ; dated June 2, 1857. 

2. For Cook's Stoves; John D, Marshbank, Lancaster, Pennsylvania ; dated June g, 
1857. 

3. For BuMs of Napoleon Bonaparte; Thomas Ball, Boston, Massachusetts; dated 
June 9, 1857. 

C/a im. - -"  The new design for a bust of Napoleon Bonaparte." 

4. For Stoves; S. W.  Gibbs, Albany, New York,  dated June 16, 1857. 

5. For  Coal Cooking Stoves; Conrad Harris and Paul W.  Loiner, Cincinnati, Ohio ; 
dated June 23, 1857. 

6. For Wood Parlor Stoves; Conrad Harris and Paul ~ .  Loiner, C~ncinnati, Ohio ; 
dated June 23, 1857. 

~'. For Dining Room Stoves; Conrad Harris and Paul W.  Loiuer, Cincinnati, Ohio ; 
dated June 23, 1857. 
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8. For Cooking Stoves; S. W .  Gibbs, Albany, New York, Assignor to North, Chase 
& North, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ;  dated June 23, 1857. 

9. For  8loves; 1N'. S. Vedder, Troy, New York, Assignor to North, Chase & North, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  ; dated June  23, 1857. 

10. For Stoves; Jacob Beesley and E.  J. Delaney, Assignors to Cresson, Stuart & 
Peterson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  ; dated June  23, 1857. 

T h e  claims on the above, with the exception of No. 3, are for the several shapes, forms, 
and ornaments.  

J U L Y  7. 

1. For an Improvement in Machines for Husking Corn; George W. Bachman,  Clif- 
ton Springs, New York. 

Claim.--" The grooved eylinder wires and knife, in combination with the recipro- 
cat ing screen, provided with clearing teeth, and reeiprocating toothed board, tile whole 
being arranged to operate conjointly." 

2. For an 1reproved Metal Separator; Edward Borlase, Bristol, Connecticut. 
Claim.--" The  use of the conical reservoirs, when arranged in connexion with the 

sieves." 
3. For an ]mprovement in Truss Bridges; Josiah Brown, Jr., Buffalo, New York. 

Claim.--" Providing each of the main and counter braces with two gains at top and 
bottom, and each of the timbers of the chord with a gain at a point where the braces 
are applied corresponding with the gains in the braces, and passing the braces thus 
formed up between the timbers with the gains of the braces in such relation to the gains 
of the timbers, that when the timbers of the chords are brought together they are com- 
bined, and become as it were only one piece, no part of which can be operated upon 
or affected independently of the other, by the downward and upward thrusts common 
to truss bridges, even if the bolt which passes laterally through and intersects each set 
of  braces and the timbers of the chord were removed." 

4. For an Improved Machine for Cutting Paste-board, tic.; Denzlow Burhaus,  Bur- 
lington, Iowa. 

Claim.--" The employment in connexion with the grooved feed rollers, of a double- 
edged or V shaped cutter. Also, the combination of the steadying roller with the feed 
roller." 

5. F4~r an Improvement in Steering Apparatus; Dexter H Chamberlain, Wes t  Rex- 
bury, Massachusetts .  

Claim.--" The nuts  with their vibrating feathers, in combination with the parallel 
shafts, when the said nuts  rest against, and are guided by, the middle shaft." 

6. For an Improvement in Instruments for Culling Button Holes; William Chicken, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Claim.--" My improved button hole cutter." 

7: For an Improved Air Chamber to Effect Uniformity of Flow of Water, etc., through 
Pipes; Fhornas Clark, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  

Claim.--" The arranging of an elastic or extensible sack or bag in the line of a pipe 
or water way, when said sack is surrounded with a casing and air chamber." 

8. For an 1reproved Alcohol Blow Pipe; Edward Conway, Dayton, Ohio. 

Clalm.--"The use of the compound regulator of the s~fety valve, in eo.'nbination 
with the tubes and the three-way cock of the boiler." 

9. For an Improvement in Grain Separators; Amasa Curtis, Lena, Illinois. 

Claim --" The auxiliary shoe provided with the adjusta~de slats, in combination with 
the valves in the fan box." 

10. For an Improveme~zl in Corn Itarvesters; Israel Dodeld~off, Bloomington, Illinois. 

Claim.--" 1st, Tile arrangement of the knives in relation to each other, when cem- 
blne~l wilh the peculiar shape of the teeth. ?d, T h e a r m e d  belt and spring guide bar.. 
for holding, guiding, and carrying the corn, se as *~o deposit it iu tile arms of the cui- 
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lector, in the rear of the machine, in combination with the cutting apparatus, the whole 
being arranged in relation to each other." 

11. For an Improved Box Window Frame; Joseph 13. Dodge, St.  Louis, Missouri. 
Claim.--" The  employment of the beads commonly used in window frames to hold 

the sash to their place, to form the box for the weights, using grooves for that purpose 
on the inside of the jamb, and on the underside of the beads, placed together, forms the 
box for the weights." 

12. For  an Improvement in Machines for Husking Corn; William Emery, Jr., Ches- 
ter, Illinois. 

Clalm.~" The combination of the rotating hub and knife, inellned box or trough, 
and stripping hooks, when the above parts are arranged to operate: '  

13. For an Improvement in Dry Sand Cores~ Wm. Gage and Richard B. Felthousen, 
Buffalo, New York. 

Clalm.~" The  application and use of glue or blood ('either separately or in combi- 
nation), mixed with sand, tbr the purpose of making dry sand cures for founding pur- 
poses." 
14. For  an Improvement in 8etf.prlming Gun Locks; Mahton L Gallager, Savannah, 

Georgia. 
Claim.~"The shipper which relieve** the sliding rod, and allows the fire arm to which. 

the improvement is a~ttached, to be used with the ordinary percussion cap, without 
exhausting the primers from the' cylinder, or for the convenience of sportsmen, and 
without which a self-capping hammer is valueless to sportsmen." 

15. For an Improved Machine for Tapping 2~q.ds; Almon B. Glover, Birmingham, 
Connecticut. 

Cla~m.~" Ist, Giving the arbor simultaneous with its reciprocating rotary motion, 
longitudinal movement back and forth by means of the collar placed on the shaft, and 
provided with 'the spiral grooves and inclined or oblique end, and the bar which is placed 
loosely on the shaft, and connected with said collar. 2d, The employment or use of 
the spring placed within the sleeve, and the spring placed on the shaft and connected 
with the arms, for the purpose of allowing the arbor and arms an independent move- 
went, and thereby preventing any injury which might otherwise be produced by any 
irregularity in the feeding of the blanks within the tap box." 

16. For an ]reproved Device for Securing the Stock to the Guide Rods of Joiners' 
Pbmghs; Stephen Going, City of New York. 

Claim..--" Securing the stock on the guide rods by means of the bar, fitted within 
the stock, and actuated by the screw." 
17. For an Improved Machine for Straightening Veneers; Joseph H. Goodelt, Bridge- 

port, Connecticut. 
Claim..--" The reduction or re,floral of the curve or scroll shape given the veneer i~l 

its cut from the log or stick, by the introduction and feed of it endwise, that is, trans- 
versely to the general direction of the curve assumed by it in the cut between a r~dler 
or rollers, and carrying nod pressing apron, arranged for operation together and on 
the veneer. Also, in combination with the several rollers and endless carrying and press- 
ing apron~whcn the same are relatively arranged, the adjustable frame to the one roller, 
to give increased or diminished pressure to the apron against the back of the pressing 
roller, or interposed veneer." 
18. For a n  Improved Wrench; John H. Hathaway, Millbury, Massachusetts. 

Clalm..~"Making the ratchet or part eorrespondlug thereto of separate pieces between 
which the catch craters. Also, the aforesaid ratchet or series of slips, in combination 
with the stationary and sliding jaws, or their equivalents." 

19. For an Improvement in L~setllng Tire; Rockwell Hazen and Volney Gibbs, t tomer, 
Michigan. 

Clalm.~" The sliding blocks with knh'es attached, and the heads fitted in slots in 
the plates to ~hlch the blocks are attached, the inner blocks having knives attached, 
which knives are actuated by the wedges, the above part being used in connexion with 
the plates ~ it being understood that we do not claim separately either of the parts, but 
the whole when arranged to operate conjointly." 
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20. For an Improved Culling Apparatus for Harvesters; Joseph Irwin, Frankfort.  
Ohio. 

Claim,~" The  spiral cutter, when the same is arranged below, and used iu combi- 
nation with, the curved cutting fingers." 

21. For an  Improvement in Locks; Henry  Isham, New Britain, Connecticut. 
Cla~m.--" Combining with the mechanism for throwing the bolt, or any equivalent 

therefor, a mechanism which rotates with the said bolt throwing mechanism, and which 
hy such rotation at the end of the throw of the bolt interposes its periphery to the llne 
of travel of the bolt, or some part of it, and thereby prevents the bolt from being forced 
back, until  the bolt throwing mechanism is brought to the required position for throw- 
ing back the bolt. Also, the combination of the non-cogged sectors, and the cogged 
sectors on the key-bit, with the cogs and projections on the tumbler slides, or ally equiva- 
lent therefor, whereby the said slides are controlled by the key-bit, Also, the mode ot 
imparting intermittent motion to the key-bit, and stopping the same, while the mechan- 
ism which imparts such motion continues to move by means  of the wheel and pinion. 
having their engaging peripheries constructed as described." 

22. For an Improved Method ef Backing Electrotype P&tes; Albert H. Joeelyn, 
City of  New York. 

Claim,---" Backing shells for printing embossing and like purposes, by pressing type 
or other suitable metal down upon the shell while in a fluid or elastic state." 

23. For  an  Improved Method of Connecting the Panels of Field Fences; Samuel F.  
Jones,  Milford, Indiana.  

Claim.--" The  method Of connecting the panels of  a field fence, by tongues an:l 
grooves, and hook combined." 

24. For an Improvement in Belt Shifter for Machinery; Lucius J. Knowles, Warren .  
Massachusetts.  

Claim.--" 1st, Shifting a belt or band from one pulley to al~other by means  of two 
rollers capable of vibration, so as to be set slightly oblique, either to the right or left, to 
a line at right angles with the edge of the belt or band. 2d, Tho peculiar constructiort 
of  the upper roller. 3d, Having the roller capable of slidiflg on its axle, as it shifts 
the belt." 

25. For an  Improvement in Sewing Machines; E. T .  Lathbury,  Bu~alo, New York. 
Clalm.~"The looper composed of two elastic pointed fingers, and operating in 

combination with the needle, so that the needle passes through the looper while the 
loop is extended upon it, then escapes from it by opening its point as the looper is with- 
drawn from the loop." 

26. For an ImTroved Cutting Apparatus for Harvesters; John P.  Manny, Rockford, 
Illinois. 

Clalm.~" Causing  a series of cutters to cut  from right to Ieft, and from left to right, 
between each pair or set of fingers, at every single revolution of said series of cutters 
upon their shaft or journals.  Also, in combination with such series of cutters, the 
recesses in the sides of the fingers, into which the)" may enter to cnable them to clear 
themselves from the clogging matter that gathers and accumulates (unless somehow 
prevented) in all harvesting machines."  

27. For an  Improvement in PaTer Cop Tabez; Alexander MeCausland, Providence, 
Rhode Island. 

Clalm.~" The  paper cop tube made of a strip of paper of the l\)rm represeIl?ed in 
the diagram, whereby greater strength is given to the base of the tube, while the desired 
conical form is at the same time attained," 

28. For Improvement~ i~ Railroad Car Stove; James Spear, Philadelphia, Pa.  
" M y  improvements relate to hot air stoves for warmillg the interior of railroad cars, 

where the supply of air is .driven into the stove by the force of the wind, or of the cur- 
rent created by the rapidity of the motion of the cars." 

Claim¢--" T h e  combination of the cross tube and its self acting ~,alves with the ai~' 
tube, so constructed and arranged as toconduct the external air to the hcnter when the 
ears are in rapid motion, either forward or backward, and to prevcut the e,~eupe of tl~c 
heated air when there is no descending cun, ent ."  
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29. For an Improved Gold Washer and Amalgamator; T.V. Tavnay, San Francisco, 
California. 

Claim.--" The metal plates coated with mercury, the riffles, vanes, and reacting sur- 
faces." 

30. For an Improved Sash Lock; Marcus P, Norton, Troy, New York. 

Claim,~"Making a double window sash lock and fastener, with an upper and lower 
branch, which converge and unite into one at or near.the knobs or upper end." 

31. For an Improvement in Cooking Stoves; William Resor, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Claim.--" The combination with a customary reverting flue cooking stove of the 
funnel shaped descending flues, enclosing a reverberatory chamber, communicating with 
the central or reverting flue on one side of a supplemental oven, and with the escape 
flue on the other side." 

82. For an Improved Scroll Wheel for Harvesters; Charles D. Rogers, Utica, New 
York. 

Clalm.--" Constructing scroll wheels of harvesters in two separate parts, when both 
the adjustable portions and main rim are constructed and arranged in the peculiar 
manner." 

33. For an Improved Air Heating Stove; Charles B. Sawyer, Fitchburgh, Mass. 

"This invention relates solely to an improvement in an air heating device, formerly 
patented by John Sawyer, in which a ventilating chamber, hot air flue, smoke flue, and 
air heating chamber are arranged and combined in a peculiar way for effecting the 
desired purpose." 

Claim . . . .  The pipes for the admission of cold air direct into rooms when said pipe~ 
are made to pass through the ventilating chamber, for the purpose of creating the neces- 
sary draft, and used in connexion with the hot air pipes and ventilating pipes. Also, 
the chamber placed over the hot air flue and ventilating chamber, when arranged rela- 
tively with the flue chamber and pipes." 

84. For an Improved Shaft Coupling; Edwin F. Shoenberger, German;own, Pa. 

Clalm.~" The combination and arrangement of the levers with their half roller 
box, cllp, and slot, for the purpose of being applied to shaft couplings for safety, and to 
prevent rattling." 

35. For Improved Whi~te-trees; David A. Smith, Washington, D. C. 
"This inventiott consists in an improved mode of attaching and detaching traces 

from whiffie-trees." 
Claim.---" The lever attached to a fulcrum on plate, and sliding in slotted plate, for 

operating the spring bars alternately." 

36. For an Embossb~g and Printing Press; Samuel Joseph Smith and Charles Loekle, 
City of :New York. 

Claim.~" The arrangement of the inking table, die, springs, roller, and its lever. 
Also, the raised metallic counter die for embossing, when covered with a thin coating 
of gutta percha, to enable said metallic counter die to give a perfect impression of ink 
from the embossing die on those parts of the paper that are not raised by the embossing 
die, simultaneously with said embossing." 

37. For an Improvement in Covering for Drawing Rolls; Joseph M. Smith, Man- 
chester, :New Hampshire. 

Claim.--" The use of black lead in combination with india rubber as a material for 
covering drawing or draft rollers, for the purpose of avoiding the effects of electricity, 
and the adhesion of the cot;on'to the rollers." 

38. For an Improved Melodeon Attachment,. D.L.  Sprague, Townsend and Riley 
Burditt, Brattleboro', Vermont. 

Claim.--" 1st, The hammers of the ' harp attachment," arranged between the keys 
and reeds of the melodeon, and combined with the inverted jacks attached to the bot- 
tom of the keys, whereby the ordinary keys of the melodeon are made to serve without 
any extension to play the harp attachment. 2d, The attachment of the string dampers 
of the ' harp attachment ' to "the melodeon keys. 3d, The employment of a bar extend- 
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ing below the whole of the hammers, and operating to move all the hammers simul- 
taneously to such a position that the jacks are inoperative upon them." 

39. For an Improvement in Brick MaeMne; Stephen Ustiek, Philadelphia, Penna. 
-This  invention consists in the peculiar construction and combination of parts for 

pressing and discharging brick." 
Claim.~"The piston and filling box when connected together, in eombinatlon with 

the movable and weighted mould box, and lower piston, when said parts are constructed 
and arranged to operate in relation to each other." 

40. For an 1reproved File Culling Machine; William Van Anden, Poughkeepsie, .New 
York. 

Claim.--" The arrangement of a bed on which the file blank is cut, having a for- 
ward positive feed motion, and an independent forward motion against the edge of the 
chisel, in consequence of the percussion of the hammer, and the difference of the resist- 
anee of the metal at the back edge of the chisel, wedging it forward at the time of cut- 
ting the teeth of the file to cause their upsetting. Also, the eombinatlon and arrange- 
meat of the bed on which the file blank is cat, with the triangular feed gate and side 
rails of the machine frame. Also, the combination and arrangement of the ratchet 
wheel spring, and detent pins, or their equivalents, in combination with the pawls for 
operating the same. Also, the use of the compound self-adjusting chisel holder stock, 
in combination with the chisel, whereby it is held rigidly in its place under the blow 
of the hammer. Also, the use of the triangular gate as a feed motion to my compound 
bed, in combination with the apparatus for operating the same." 

41. For an Improvement in Metallic Pens; F. A. Wait, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Claim.--" The arrangement of the spring guard and slots in a pen." 

42. For an 1reproved Mode of Operating Radial Cutters in Lathes for Beaded Work~ 
George W. Walton and Henry Edgarton, Wilmington, Delaware. 

"This  invention consists in a cutting device peculiarly arranged and operated, for 
cutting the beaded or similar ornaments on the sticks." 

Claim.--" The rotary pattern, bent lever, arms, connected to the sliding collar, in 
combination with the swinging or oscillating cutter stocks." 

43. For an Improvement in Method of Applylng Railroad Car Brakes; IraJ.  Webber, 
Salem, Massachusetts. 

"This invention consists in an apparatus for the purpose of operating the brakes of 
railroad cars, whereby the brakeman is enabled to apply the brakes of all the cars of 
the train by putting on the brakes of the hindmost car." 

Claim.~" The apparatus for the purpose of applying railroad car brakes, consist- 
ing essentially of the sliding bolt and the dogs, or their equivalents." 

44. For an Improvement in Lifting Jack; Heber G. Seekins and Charles H. Goss, 
Elyria, Ohio. 

Claim.--" The concave and convex surfaces of the wedge, in combination with the 
concave surface of the upright, for the purpose of equalizing the direction of the pres- 
sure." 
45. For an Improvement in Machines for Trimming Hedges; William Wimmer, 

Billingsville, Indiana. 
Claim.~" The duplex arrangement of shears, both sets being actuated from the same 

driving-wheel, being adapted to trim simultaneously the top and one side of the hedge 
to any desired uniformity, height, and pitch." 
46. For an Improvement in Rock Drilling 2tlacliine~ Lemuel P. Jenk~ Assignor to 

George A. Gardiner, Boston, Massachusetts; ante-dated January 7, 1857. 
Claim.~" The use and application of the india rubber, when interposed in such 

manner that its expansive force shall operate the drill in rock drilling machines." 

47. For an Improvement in Rock Drilling Machines: George A. Gardner, City of 
New York, Assignor to self and Lemuet P. Jeuks, Boston, Mass. 

C/a lm.~"  The peculiar combination and arrangment of the devices, whereby the 
rotation of the mandrel and drill, as well as the gradual and proper advancement of both 
drill, mandrel, and frame, or either of them, is effeeted by means of a single eceentl'ie 
on the cam shaft," 
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48. For an Improved Gas Sieve; Patrick Mihan, Assignor to Robert .B Fitts, Bosthn, 
M asssaeh usetts. 

Claim.~" The combination and arrangement of the deflector with the conical er 
tapering cap, the gas receiving case, and the air passage. AIso~ the combination and 
arrangement of the perforated open tube or conductor and the secondary top with the 
oven, and so as to operate therewith, and not only improve its baking powers, but ren- 
der it capable of applying heat to a kettle, or other article placed in or on said part or 
tube." 
49. For an Improvement in Pum~vs; Henry Pease, Assignor to Eckler, Buswelt & Co., 

Broekport, New York. 
Claim.--" The guide rods constructed and arranged for the purpose of preventing 

the rotation of the piston, and of facilitating the attachment and detachment of the 
shaft to and from the crank" 
50. For an lmproved Bit Brace; Henry W. Porter, Rothsville, Assignor to Samuel 

G. Porter, West Earl, Pennsylvania. 

Clalm.--"Combining the knob with the bit holder by means of the auxiliary handle, 
whenever it may be necessary to bore holes in situations where it is impossible to rotate 
the bit brace. And in connexion therewith, I also claim the double ratchet wheels on 
the spindle, when arranged in such a manner in relation to the detent as to enable the 
necessary connexions and disconnexions to be effeetod between the bit holder and the 
permanent and auxiliary handles of the brace." 

51. For an Improved Bit or Drill tJolder; Amos J. Smith, Assignor to self and Geo, 
W. Otis, Lynn, Massachusetts. 

Claim.--" The combination of the sliding key or bar and thimble, with the spring, 
and stationary catch or projection." 

52, For art Improvement in Gas Stoves; Thomas Waiters, Boston, Mass., Assignor to 
Stephen Sherlock, Eastport, Maine. 

Claim,~" The combination of the main chamber of combustion, made to communi- 
cate by one or more passages with the main chamber, and having pipes extending 
through the chamber, and arranged so that air in passing through the said pipes may 
be heated by the heated products in the chamber. • Also, the air and gas burner and 
supply pipe, in combination with the main and auxiliary chambers of eombustion made 
to communicate with each other. Also, the combination of the reverberating bell or 
dome with its auxiliary chamber and the main chamber, when furnished with burners, 
and connected with ene another and the external atmosphere." 

53. For an Improvement in Hay Rakes; S. W. Wood, Washington, D. C., Assignor 
to Lewis H. Parsons, City of 2New York. 

Clalm.~"A hay rake consisting of a loose revolving tube, in combination with a 
segment wheel placed upon an axle, said tube being provided with the teeth of any 
desired form or material." 

JULY 14. 

54. For an Improved Machine fo~ Making Railrod Chairs; Robert Archer, Richmond, 
Virginia. 

Clalm.~" The use of the swages operating in connexion with the adjusting levers, 
whereby uniformity in the length of the lips is secured without reference to the length 
of the plate" 
55. Fer au Improved Machine for Ganging and Filing 8ares; Emanuel Andrews, 

Elmira, New York. 
Clalm.~" The adjustable gauge and guide rollers, arranged and operating, by means 

of which the cutting angle or rake of the teeth shall be accurately gauged before filing, 
the rollers acting as stops to prevent the further cutting of the file when the proper point 
is attained. Also, the adjustable setting gauge, consisting of the movable jaws com- 
bined with the flies or other cutting surfaces which shall be equivalent in their opera- 
tion, for the purpose of gauging the width of set which the saw is to receive, and also 
for dressing and finishing the points of the teeth smoothly and uniformly after being 
~et2' 
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56. For an Improvement in Fastening Art~clal Teeth lo the Melalllc Plate; Theodore 
H.  and James  P.  Bradish, Utica, New York. 

Claim.--" T h e  construction and a t tachment  of the linings in the manufi~ctnre of 
artificial teeth, by raising upon the back of the linings by which one or more series of 
separate anchors or projections are constructed, and when so formed and lint*added into 
the plastic material of the tooth at the time of the moulding, shall constitute the solid 
tooth and lining." 

57. For an Improved Pen and Pencil Case; Edward Baptis, Hudson,  N. . ! .  
Claim.--"The employment or use of such grooves when made with a varying pitch." 

58. For an Improvement in Culllvater Ploughs; George G. Black, Crossin~illo, Ohio. 
Clalm.~" The  rod, arranged between the beams, and provided with a cros:-bar, 

upon which the beams can vibrate when the ploughs are adjusted." 

59. For  an  Improved iYail Plate Hohler; William H. Battelle, New Castle, I)(~maa. 
Claim.--" A nail plate holder, composed of the socket, socket head, and guide, and 

the jaws held thereto by a ring." 

60, For an Improvement in HarveMers; John P. Manny,  Rockfi)rd, Illinois. 
Clalm.--"The combination of two fi.~m~cs, one of which is mljustabic a:~.d can be 

raised or lowered at pleasure, with the lifting pi~,ce aml l~Iatform ltinged to said adjust- 
able frame, when said parts are constructed and arranged to operate in relation to each 
other." 

61. For an Improvement in R;ggi~g,~ Sh@s; James E. Cole, Brooklyn, New York. 
Claim.--" Placing the centrcs of motion of the yaf-ds of a square-rigged ~esset in 

line with each other." 

62. For an Improvement in Churns; Charles H. I)ana, Wes t  Lebanon, N. IL 
Clalm.~" The  irregular curved pieces forming the undulat ing slot, in combination 

with the slotted oscillating frame and cross-bar, with frletion rollers, for giving three up 
and down strokes to the dasher at each oscillation of the cream vessel." 

63. For an Improved Automatic Lathe; Alexander Edmonds,  Mount  Pulaski, III. 
Clalm.--" The  combination of the rotating cutter, provided with a gauge regulating 

the diameter of the rounds or cylinders with the nippers, for forming chair stuff. Also, 
the arrangement in the tenoning machine of the regulating screw and cap, with the 
chamfer chisel." 

64. For an Improved Device for Sealing Bottles, Cans, ,9c.; Mills B. Espy, Phila- 
delphia, Pennsylvania.  

Clalm.~" The  combination of the upper plate having the slot and the two hooked 
projections, the lower plate having the screw hole and the two hooked projections, with. 
the thumb-screw and jam nut,  the same being adapted and arranged together so as to 
be applicable to the mouth  of a bottle or jar ."  
65. For an Improvement in Washing Machines; Adam Fisher, Leavenworth City, 

Kansas Territory. 
Claim.-- "The combination of the bucketed wheel, constructed with the plain sur- 

faced rubbing wheel." 

66. For an  Improvement in Mattresses; Will iam P.  Ford, Cheneyville, I,a. 
Claim.~" A mattress of  moss."  

67. For an Improvement in Corn Planters~ Alvin Franklin,  Genoa Cross Roads, 
Ohio. 

Claim.--" The  combination of the plough-box extension and hoe in the rear of the 
planting tube or passage for operation together, and with an intermittent corn discharge 
or seed depositing arrangement.  Also, providing the plough-box extension with a knife 
or scraper, arrangcd in relation to the hoe, for the purpose of clearing the latter in its 
back spring or stock." 
68. For an Improvement in 1?ape Machines; Ezekiel Guile, St, Louis, Missouri, 

CIMm.--"The additional laying flyer. Also, the automatic stopping apparatus, Also, 
the curvilinear dies." 
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69. For an Improvement in Setting out the Packing of Pistons for Sleam Engines; 
George H. Hoagland,  Por t  Jervis, New York. 

Claim.--" T h e  sett ing out  the packing by means  of a tapering mandrel placed in 
the centre of the piston rod." 

70. For an  Improvement in Piano Fortes; G. Henry Hulskamp,  Troy, New York. 

Claim.--" 1st, The  arrangement and construction of the action of piano fortes, 
having the jack, under  hammer, and springs attached to the key and moving in the same 
general direction with tile hammer butt. 2d, The  use and application of the spring, 
extending through the head of the under hammer to bear against  the hammer butt. 3d, 
The  regulating screw in the head of the jack, or its cqulvalent, in the head of the under 
hammer,  to regulate the height  of that part of the action. 4th, The  shape of the ham- 
mer butt  with its spiral spring. 5th, The  dolce harmonic attachment,  or its equivalent, 
and its parts, to wit, the interposing of a substance to touch one string only of a note, 
and the making of such substance to vary in hardness with the different notes of the 
ins t rument .  6th, The  corrugated string." 

71. For arl Improvement in Churns; Silas Hcwit, Seneca Falls,  New York. 
Clalm.~" The  floats, in combination with the flanches." 

72. For an Improvement in the Use of Coal Tar in IroTz Furnaces; Isaac G. Johnson, 
8puyten Duyvel, New York. 

Claim.--" The  employment of coal tar in the air furnace." 

78. For an Improved Shot Carlritlge; ~,Villiam B. Johns,  of the U. S. A. 

Clalm.--" The  combination of the counter sunk base piece, copper disk, case, and 
felt disk." 

74. For an Improvement in Applying Fly.wheel to Hand Cars; Charles T .  Kipp and 
John Lawrenson,  City of New ~rork. 

Claim.--" The  arrangement of levers and rods attached to crank wheel for operating 
the fly-wheel." 

75. For an Improvement in Hemp Drawb~g Machines; Samuel  Lownds,  Brooklyn, 
:New York. 

Claim.~" The  arrangement of a hemp drawing frame, having its gills operated by 
guide dogs upon both sides of the frame, and attached to each alternate row of gills." 

76. For an Improved Seal for Car Doors, 2rc.; D. W .  Long, Baltimore, Maryland. 

Clalm.~" Effectually securing the seals of car or other doors from accidental or 
designed injury." 

77. For an Improvement in Cultivators; Howard Mann,  San Francisco, California. 

Claim.~" The  arrangement of shanks with rack-bars and segmental  plates." 

78. For an Improved Raking Apparatus for Harcesters; John P. Manny,  Rockford, 
Illinois. 

Clalm.--"In combination with a contracting trough-shaped platform, a self-contract- 
ing and elongating rake. Also, raising and lowering a rake to cause it to preserve 
its relative working position with regard to the platform, as said platform is raised or 
lowered." 

79. For an Improved Device for Feeding the Cutter Intermittently in Mortlse-boHng 
Machines; Hiram E. Paine, Troy,  New Ym'k. 

Claim,--" Constructing the machine so that the revolving sidewise reciprocating 
mortising bit thereof is moved by the machine alone, endwise into the timber, at, and 
only at, the ends of the mortise, whatever length of mortise is being cut. Also, the 
means used to prevent increased trembling of the mortising or boring bit as the depth 
of the cutt ing increases." 

80. For an Improved Spiral Catch for Breast Pins; John F.  Maseher, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.  

Claim.--" Constructing breast pins, brooches, and other ornamental  fastenings for 
dress, &c., with a spiral catch." 
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81. For  a Seal for Railroad Frelg]d Cars, ~c.; I tenry D. Meats and Win.  Houl tom 
Jr., Baltimore, Maryland. 

C / a l m . - - " T h e  device for sealing, the same consisting of salt mctallie disks connected 
by a strip or wire of hard metal ."  

82. For a Seal for Railroad Freight Cars, ~c.; Henry  D. Moors and Win,  Houltorb 
Jr., Baltimore, Maryland. 

Claim,~" The  seal, the same consisting of a disk of soft metal, having one or more 
holes or slots through it for the reception of 1he ends of a wire or metallic strip, which 
are confined by the compression of the disk." 

83. For an Improved Self.setting Trap Hook; Donald McLean, Boston, Mass. 
Claim.~" The  combination of the hooks with the elastic cord or spiral spring and 

line." 
S4. For  an Improvement in Loeks; L. F .  Munger,  Le Roy, New York. 

Ctaim.~" T h e  combination of the wheels with the arbor, said wheels being retained 
in position, and imparting motion to each other." 

85. For an Improved Mode of Comtructlng Carriages; Rufus Nutt ing,  Randolph, 
Vermont.  

Claim,~" The  arrangement of  compensating springs wlth the front and rear axles, 
so that  while the axles are retained in their proper positions, the action of the eompcn~ 
sating spring prevents the spreading of the ames on one side of the vehicle, and thereby 
tends to preserve the accurate tracking of the hind wheels. Als% the combination of 
the guard with the hinder part of  the springs." 

86. For an Improvement iu Cotton Gins; Daniel Pratt,  Prattvitle, Alabama. 
Claim.--" The  ledge secured or placed within the hopper or box, so as to close the 

central portion of the lower end of the hopper or box, and cause the cotton when fed into 
the box to be fed spirally to the saws from the centre of the box towards each end." 

87. For  an  Improvement iu Lime Kilns; Leonard Phleger, Philadelphia, Parma.  
Claim.~" T h e  employment in a lime kiln of  a series of  water cells for supporting 

the limestone." 

88. For  an lmprovemenf in Locking Cylindrical Door Bolts; Charles G. Page,  W a s h -  
ington, D. C. 

Claim.~" Locking the bolt by means  of the loose handles ."  

89. For  an  Improved Draln{ng Machine; A. P.  Routt, Somerset, Virginia. 
Clalm,~" The  employment in connexion with a double mould board plough, of a 

heavy V shaped or taper roller, said roller being hung  so as to run  behind and between 
the two mould boards, and so as to be capable of revolving and adjusting itself to the 
different depths at which the plough may  be set to cut." 

90. For an  Improveraent in Oil Cans; George W.  and George H. Simmons, Ben-  
nington, Vermont. 

Clalm.~" Fastening the air vessel or tube to the oil tube, and the oil tube to the  
stopper, so that  the whole may be removed together for the purpose of cleansing or 
repairs, by which means  we produce a better article of  manufacture than  when said 
tubes are fastened to the can  and are not removable." 

91. For an Improved Fly.Trap; Will iam T .  Shannon,  Greensboro', Georgia. 
Claim.--"The invention of the box and the bag, and its at tachment to the box, for 

the purposes heretofore mentioned." 

92. For  an  Imprevement in Wrest Pins for Pianos,. Gustav Schilling, Hoboken, 
New Jersey. 

" T h i s  invention consists in at taching the string to the end of an adjustable screw" 
in such a manner  that  by raising or lowering the screw, the straining or uns t ra in ing 
of the string is affected exactly in the same vertical direction with the axis of  the screw, 
by which arrangement all lateral pressure on the screw is avoided, and all injury to the  
several parts of the wrest pin as well as to the string is rendered impossible." 

Claim.--" Combining the heads of wrest pins with an  adjustable screw, to which 
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the string is attached, in such manner that the direction of the straining force is mathe- 
matically true in the direction of the axis of the adjustable screw." 

93. For an Improved Machine for Cutting Metal; James Tetlow, Salem, Mass. 

Cla~'m.--" The forming of the cutter with an obtuse angle, in such a manner as to 
give to the surface of  the plate, while being cut, a broad~ flat bearing to rest upon while 
the other cutter is cutting through the plate ; the obtuse angle of the cutter being the 
supplement of the acute angle of the plate when cut." 

94. For an Improved Centring MacMne; Edward F .  Whi ten ,  Wes~ Stafford, Corm. 

Claim.--" Arranging the laterally adjustable notched holders in such a manner in 
relation to the longitudinally adjustable spindle, and its pointed marker, as to enable 
the ends of shafts of various sizes to be centrally marked." 

95. For an Improvement in Locks~ William Whit ing,  Roxbury, and Henry Pickford, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Claim.--" The combination of the slides with the pawI, so arranged that whenever 
the slides are allowed to touch the tumblers, the pawl shall engage the teeth of the 
tumblers, and hold them stationary. Also, operating the slides, the bolt, and the pawl, 
directly from the wrench shaft." 

96. For an Improved Method of Adjustlng Round Tenon Cutters to certain ~Txed 
Sizes; Melyn Weatherington,  Springfield, Ohio. 

Clai~.--" The combined use of the uncut counter sunk disk and removable tings, 
and the bit adjustable thereto, for the purpose of making an adjustable hollow auger 
capable of boring tenons of various sizes without splitting or dividing the stock." 

97. For an Improvement in Governors of Steam JEnglnes, 3;e.; A. F, Ward, Louis. 
rills, Kentucky. 

" T h i s  invention consists in the arrangement and employment of a double armed 
screw socket, clutch, and friction socket." 

Claim.--" The arrangement of the friction socket, the female screw socket, with its 
arms~ and the clutch on the governor rod ; the whole combining to operate so that the 
female screw socket may be prevented turning till the full supply of steam is given, or 
till the steam is cut off entirely, and afterwards be caused to turn with the governor 
rod." 

98. For an Improvement in. B~treau Bedsteads; Ethan Whitney, Boston, Mass. 

Claim.--" My improved manufacture of bureau bedstead, viz: with the bedstead 
portion made in two parts hinged together, and applied to the case by projections and 
grooves, in order that the said bedstead may be either folded together and slid back into 
the case, or be drawn forwards and out of the case, and unfolded or let down into a 
horizontal position, as circumstances may require." 

99. For an Improvement in MacMnes for Cleaning Cotton; Lewis S. Chiehester, 
Assignor to Henry G. Evans, City of New York. 

Claim.~" The combination of the spring bars, one or more series, the hopper, rotat- 
ing picker or arms, shake screens, amt deflecting screens." 

I00. For an Improvement in Pumps; Birdsill Holly, Assignor to Silsby, Mynderse, 
& Shoemaker, Seneca Falls, New York. 

"Th i s  invention relates to certalu improvements in lilting pumps, and consists in the 
peculiar means employed for allowing, when necessary, the waste or surplus water to 
escape from the cylinder." 

Clalm.~" The leather placed over the perforations in the top of the vase, and the 
chamber which is placed on the leather, said leather being provided with a flanch pro. 
vided with holes, either of which is fitted on the pin for the purpose of exposing or 
closing the passage." 

101. For an Improvement in CuRivators; Henry Sehreiner, Jr., Assignor to self and 
George Lark, Berrysburg, Pennsylvania. 

Ctaim.~" In connexion with the cultivator, the arrangement of the cross beams and 
the transverse beam." 
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102. For an Improved Lubricator~ Henry J. Hawkins, Mobile, Alabama. 
Claim.--" The general arrangement of this lubricator with its mode and manner of 

admitting the lubricating substances, so as to strike at once on all parts of the interior 
surface of the cylinder." 

103. For an Improved Mode of Cutting Tenons by two Circular Saws oblique to 
ShaJt; Win. H. Harrison, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

Claim.--" 'File use of two circular saws upon the same shaft, when their planes tbrm 
an acute angle with each other, and made adjustable on their shaft." 

104. For an Improvement in Railroad Car 5¥als; Bernard d. La Mothe, City of New 
York. 

Claim.--" Constructing seals with elliptical springs at the sides, reeciving the eush- 
it)as on the upper part of said springs, wh('n cemhincd with the friction rollers, or their 
equivalents, whereby a lateral motion is allowed to said seat. Also, constructing tile 
back of tile seat by an enclosing frame formed of the double bent rod, with eyes at both 
ends, through which eyes, and between the bends of which rod, the sustaining pipe o~ 
rod passes." 

JULY 21. 

105. For an I,nproveme?~t in Inking Rollers for Prinli?~g Presses; E. E. Barrett~ 
Chicago, Illinois. 

" My improvement consists in the use of a hollow inking roller, pcrforatcd with a 
number of holes, through which the ink oozes, saturating the material with which it is 
cased for the purpose of inking the type, thus constituting a f(mutain or sclf-fccdimz 
inking roller." 

Claim.--" Saturating or coating the inking railer of a printing press with ink." 

106. Foran  Improvement in Feed Motion for Sewin'g imchtaes; Abraham Bartholf, 
City of :New York. 

" This invention relates to the rotary or wheel feed, and conslscs in certain novel, 
simple, and effective means of producing and controlling the movement o,f ~,ho feeding 
wheel." 

Claim.--" 1st, Giving the necessary motion to the feeding wheel through the agency 
of a collar, or its equivalent, which by being turned in one direction arou,~d a centrM 
shaft fitted loosely in said wheel, is caused to move longitudinally on the said shaft 
towards the wheel, and thus clamp the wheel in one direct|am 0arallel with, the length 
of the shaft against a flanch, or its equivalent, fast on the shaft, and thus to carry with 
it both the shaft and wheel in a circular direction, but which on being turned ill the 
reverse direction is caused to move in the reverse direction parallel with the shaft, and 
thus to liberate the shaft from the feed wheel, and allow it to return without the said 
wheel. 2d, The attachment rigidly to the loose feed wheel shaft of a lever, or its equiva- 
lent, so operated by a cam, or its equivalent, that when the loose clamping collar, or its 
equiva!ent, is aIlowed to returu after having given motion to the shaft and feed wheel 
together, the shaft is temporarily prevented returning with (he clam0ing collar, or cquiva- 
lent, and thus the friction t)etwecn the wheel and the fast flanch or projection against 
which the wheel has been clamped by the clamping eolJar~ is made to aid in prcventing 
the return of the wheel with the loose clamping collar, or its equivalent." 

107. For an Improved Arrangement of Camels for Raising Sunken ~¥ssels; Thomas 
Bell, City of New York ; patented in England, April 16, 1856. 

Claim.--" The arrangement of camels whereby great strength is secured to support 
a vessel while being raised and transported, and whereby the vessel will be lifted prin- 
cipally by the bow and stern, or where the greatest strength cxists, and only partially 
fore and aft or where the least strength exists ; and whereby all the inconveniences at- 
tending the application and use ,)f those devices which require that some of their parts 
shall be passed under the keel, or over or through the vessel, are avoided, and the numer- 
ous benefits secured." 

108. For an Improvement in Machines for Planling Potatoes; Galusha J. Bundy, 
Lyndon, Vermont. 

Claim.--" The arrangemcnt of the two movable gates, with the slider, the seed and 
fertilizer hoppers, and their discharging holes or chambers." 

22* 
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109. For an Improvement in Machines for Manufaclurlng Fell Cloth; Thomas  B, 
Butler, Norwalk, Connecticut. 

Claim.--" The  traversing of the bat apron by traversing the ~l)ron drum indepcnd. 
ently, and in connexion with a traverse of the frame. Also, the traverse of  the apron, 
in combination with a simultaneous opposite traverse of tile t rans l , ,  roll." 

110. For an Improved Sawing Mill; William M. Ferry, Jr., Ferrysburg, Michigan. 

Claim.--" 1st, Arranging the saw arbor and all the parts hearing a close relation to 
the saw on a metal yoke, and making said yoke capable of being adjusted so as to 
stand slightly out of  parallel with the edge of the carriage. 2d, Constructing the saw 
spiudfe with circular flaneh, and tile common saw collar which surrounds the eye of 
the saw with a T shaped socket of greater length than the flanch, so that  the saw may 
have slight end play indepemlent of hearings, spindle, or gearing. 8d, The  applicatioia 
of  the adjustable self-fastening trip to a saw mill, which operates with a continuous rapid 
motion back and forth tbr oper~ttioo, in combination with the vibrating reversing stop." 

111. For an bnproved Apparaezts fi.. Making Aeld Sulphate of Lime; Laurent  Gau- 
motis and Sabiu Martin, New O,.leans, Louisiana. 

Claim--" The process of making bi-sulphate of lime by means of furnace and cia. 
terns. ~' 

112. For an Improvement in Relating Harrows; James B. Gascock, Fancy  Creek, 
Illinois. 

Clalm.~'" Causing the aher end of the pivoted drab bar to bear upon the upper sur- 
face of the rotating tooth frame, in such a manner  as to properly distribute the propel. 
l ing power exerted 1upon said drab bar, by which I relieve the fulcrum journal from iu- 
jurious warping strains, and at the same time impart a steady and uniibrm movement  
to said tooth frame as it is drawn forward." 

113, For an  Improvement in Corn Harvesters; G. D. Haworth,  Mechaniesburg, Ill. 

Clalm.~" The  cutters attached to suspended rods, the cutters curved and working 
underneath  stationary teeth or fingers." 

114, For an Improvement i~ Feed Rollers of Planing Machines, ~e,; Jona than  Hall, 
Worcester, Massachusetts.  

Claim.--" The  application and use of internal gearing. Also, in combination there- 
with the arrangement  of the movable box and connecting bridle, or their equivalent," 

115. For an improved Arrangement of Means for Regulatin~ the Fire of Coal Burn. 
ing Locomotives; John ~1. Hartoett ,  Wawkegan ,  Illinois. 

Clalm.~" The  fan placed within the box connected with the pipes provided with 
valves." 

~[16. For an Improvement in Tension Apparatus for Sewing Machines; Abraham 
Hoagland, Jersey Ci'ty, New Jersey, 

Claim.~"The use of two elastic wheels or rollers (governed by the saddle and thumb 
~crew), between and around which lhe thread is passed to give it any required tenaion 
In sewing." 

117. Fo ran  Improvement in Sig~u~lor Alarm Bells; George H. Hoagland, Port Jer- 
vis, New York. 

Claim.--" The  use of the reel, for the purpose of striking the bell for a signal, or 
r inging continuously for alarm. Atso, the combination of the reel with the hammer  
and belt." 

118. For an Improvement i~a Shovel, Spade, or Dung-fork Handles; George C, How- 
ard, Hardwick, Massachusetts. 

Ctaim.--" My improved manufacture of shovel handle as made with a eplit and bent 
stock, and a round holder applied and fixed together by concavities in the ends of the 
holder, convexities on the arms of the eye, and a rod and metallic caps arranged and 
fixed together." 

119. For an Improved Metallic Bridge for Piano-Fortes; G. Henry Hulskamp,  Troy~ 
New York. 

Claim.--" 1st, The  sounding board bridge east of metal, with two bearings above 
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tile string, one on each side of the bottom support. 2d, The  rod or wire, or its cquiva. 
lent, inserted in the bridge to form its hearing surface. 3d, 'Fi le eo~truel ion and 
arrangement of the east metal bridge, in such form that  it may be detached aml yet 
firmly held in its ptaee." 

1~0. For an Improveme~d in Ilog 7)'oughs; Ehnore Johnson,  Winchester,  Mass. 
Claim.--" An elongated trough or bowl and a quadrantal cover, arrar)ged or applied 

together, and an opening in a frame, walt, m' the side of a pen or sty." 

121. For an Improved Sawing Mill; Frankl in  B. Kendall, Bath, Maine. 
Cltzim.~" The  general arrangement thereoL" 

1~2. For all ]m]oroveme~t in C~.'rn ]~h~lcr,~'; .Norman A. Lewis, Glenn'.~ Fall< Now 
York. 

Clalm.~" Having the slides placed over the ends or orlqces of the eorlveyjng tubes, 
the slides beiug attached to the emls of the same rod. and operating said rod by mm~s  
of the curved incline attached to the rod or her, am! the pulh'y , r  rolh'r att;,~'h~;,1 ~,~ ~be 
rod. whereby the slides are actuated or opened and closed alternalvly. Further, tile 
hoe attached to the frame which is p!aced within *.he r,db'r frame, arranged aml operate, t 
by the projections on the driving-wheel." 

1Re. For an Improvement in Be~gae.~e Fur,~aees; Gemge ?d. Longacre, ~'ew Odt.al~s. 
Louisiana.  

Claim.--" Tile construction of bagasse fm'naccs with a spat:e around and e,~mmu.v 
eating with the upper portion of the fuel chamber, and leading to an exit llue, r,,gu- 
lated by adamper ,  when said parts are addition~d to the ordinary chan.cI~ t'.~" t!.: 
passage of tile products of combustion." 

124. Fox' an Improved Hand ~,>eneh: George B. Phillips, Albany, New York, 
Claim.--" In combination with the jaws the arrangement for regulatit~g the space 

between tile jaws, and securing them when so adjusted, that is to say, by the employ- 
ment of toothed blocks operated alternately upon teeth in the upper jaw by the spring 
and saddle, or their equivalents, so as to regulate the space to distances differing by half 
the spaces between the teeth." 

125. For an Improvement in Ralb'oad Car Couplings; Wellington Presser, Kendall ,  
New York. 

Claim.--" The combination of the jaws, hoop, or band, and link or shackle bar. It 
being understood that  I do not claim the combination of the jaws with the link alone~ 
lint the combination of these two elements with the baud."  

126, For an Improved Method of Turning Carriage Hubs; Alexander Riekart, Seho- 
harie, New York. 

Claim.--" The  frame placed on the driving or power shaft, and eonneeted with the 
mandrel by the arms, the frame being provided with the gearing to connect the shaft 
with the rnandrel, which mandrel is placed on the sliding carriage, when the above parts 
are u~ed in connexion with the rotating cutter head." 

127. For an Improvement in Governor for Water, Steam, and other power; Nathan  
Seholfield, Norwich, Connecticut.  

Claim.--" The  application of a compensating adjustment  for so changing the nor- 
mal or medium rate of action of a governor or regulator while in action, to rectify a 
disturbed moti~m, that it shall cease to act on the supply of the motive power while the 
speed of the wheel or machinery is returning from any extreme of variation, and before 
reaching its proper rate or that in which its action commenced ; and also that it may 
commence ~ reverse action thereon, to counteract or  anticipate any excess thereof, if the 
return of the speed is so rapid as to induce a tendency to pass its proper medium." 

l~!L For an Improvement in Garden ttoes¢ Solomon Shetter, Allegheny, Penna ,  
Claim.--,, Cutting and forming hoe blades out of sheet iron or steel with side edges 

and prongs." 

129. For an Improvement i~ Cotton and Cane Cultivalorst Thomas  t~. Shannon,  
Woodville, Mississippi. 

Clalm,--., The  combination with the wheel carriage of a series or gang of revolving 
ellltivators." 
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130. For an Improvement in Straw Cutters; Jonathan L. Sullivan, Lexington,  ~or th  
Carolina. 

Claim.--" The  two sets of knives and slotted plate, combined and arranged so as to 
operate conjointly." 

131. For an Improvement in Roo)qng Composilions; John B. Wands ,  Chicago, Ill. 
Claim.--" The  combination of the various ingredients." 

132. For an Improvement in Means of Stopping Shot Holes in Yessels; John Wood- 
ville, Chillicothe, Ohio. 

" This  invention consists in the arrangement of the means for stopping the shot holes 
in vessels of war." 

Claim.--" 1st, The  arrangement of the disk formed of india rubber and whalebone 
slats, the rigid bar, the jointed rod, the chains or cords, and the springs, relatively to one 
another, 2d, The  arrangement on the bar of the slide, the tubular rod, the slide, with 
catch, the rod, and the straps, relatively to one another, and to the disk and its attach- 
ments ."  

133. For an ]mprovement .in Grain Separalors; William Zimmerman,  Quincy, Ill. 

Claim.--" The  perforated rotating disk with its diamond-shaped ring, or its cquiva- 
-lent, on the same shaft with the fan, arranged and operated so as to throw, the grain by 
centrifugal ibrce into the blast pipe horizontally. Also, the cheat box around the suc- 
tion pipe, in combination with the tunnel-shaped delivering tube and spreader, so as 
to make the grain descend through the blast of air, and through a tunnel-shaped pipe 
over the spreader. Also, a conical plug arranged so that it can be adjusted in the suc- 
tion pipe, to graduate the flow of the blast in the suction pipe, and regulate it as de- 
sired." 

134. For an improvement in Retort Covers; J.ames R. Floyd, Assignor to Theodore 
C. Kibbe, City of New York. 

Claim.--" The  constructing gas retort covers of malleable iron." 

135. For an Improved Means for Rendering Joints Steam.tlght; Will iam S. Gale, 
Assignor to Peter Pillon, City of ,New York. 

"Th i s  invention consists of a grooved or corrugated surface with an opposing smooth 
or plane surface." 

Ulaim.--"The method of causing steam to become a packing to itself in steam cylin- 
ders, or other parts of steam machinery, by allowing the steam to act in one or more 
grooves." 
136. For an Improvement in Machines for Digging Potatoes; Joseph Heulings,  As- 

signor to self, W.  It .  Lawson, and B. M. Heulings, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  

Claim.--" The  combination of the rotary diggers, oscillating frame, and oblique 
stalk cutter." 

137. For an Improvement in Diaper Pins; J. Heilman,  Assignor to Ignatius Sturn,  
City of ~ e w  York. 

Claim.-- "The tube, having the slide fitted within it, the slide being attached to one 
end of the tube by a spring formed of india rubber, or other suitable material, and the 
hook attached to the slide, the tube being slotted longitudinally." 

138. For an Improvement in Photography; Henry A., Assignor to Edward ]) .March-  
ant, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  

Claim.--" The  rendering of the picture transparent,  and at taching the same to glass 
in a permanent and secure manner, by means  of a mixture applied under heat and 
pressure." 

139. For an Improvement in Spark Arreslers; John F. Page, Assignor to self and 
James Landy,  Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  

Claim.~"The arrangement of parts relatively to One another, so as to effectually 
arrest the sparks of a locomotive without obstructing the draft." 

140. For an Improvement in Cylindrical Door Bolts; Charles G. Page,  Washington ,  
D . C .  

Claim.~" The  oblique slot in the guard, in combination with the lever or handle of 
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the bolt working in said slot. Also, the zigzag or return slots in the guard, by x~lfieL 
the bolt is carried through its range by the two movements of raising and depressin-_ 
the handle." 

JULY ~ .  

1 41. For an Improved Feeding Arrangement for Sawing 2[echil~e~; Ti~olna;a J. Ab'x- 
under, Westerville, Ohio. 

Claian.--" The combination and arrangement with a reciprocating feed carriage as a* 
means of operating the same, to effect the reciprocating travel or feed by propellil~X gea~r 
therein, or connected therewith, operated by or from a main feed shaft of the f;eely slid- 
ing or self-adjusting pulley frame, with its right and left hand belts driven and commu- 
nicating motion to the main feed shaft." 

14~. For an Improved Method of Driving Circular Saws; Thmnas J. Alexander, "Wes- 
terville, Ohio. 

Claim.--" The comhlnation and arrangement with a revolving saw or cutter, having 
either a fixed or reciprocating relationship or action in the path of its cut, of the freely 
sliding or self-adjusting loose pulley carrying frame, made whole or divided and rigid or 
self-stretching, with its loose pulleys, right and left hand belts and pulleys, of the saw 
and counter shafts." 

143. For an Improvement in Governors for Regulating the Work of IVD~d-M:jI.,,, (~'c.; 
Ethan Allen, Worcester, Massachusetts. 

Clalm.--"ln combination with the adjustable or expanding crank, the projection 
attached to the slide of the crank pin, the sliding rod upon which it acts, for the purpose 
of engaging a grooved collar upon the spindle of the governor, whereby its adjusting 
power is confined within a certain proper range." 

144. For an Improved Fuse-maklng Machine; Albert F. Andrews, Aron, Conn. 
Claim.--" 1st, The admission of a blast of compressed air upon, into, among, or 

through the powder on its way through the passage or channel, by which it is conveyed 
to the fuse. 2d, Giving the feeding tube a rotary motion outside of a conducting tube, 
and inside a laying piece, both of which are stationary," 

145. For an Improvement in Segmental Truss for Bridges, &c.; George S. Avery, 
Lewisboro', New York. 

Claim.--" An improvement in segmental truss bridges, by a combination of thc arche~l 
top chord, horizontal bottom chord, braces, vertical tie rods, packing blocks, and self- 
adjusting shoes, the whole constructed into a segmental truss of greater strength and 
stability than such as are generally used with the same amount of building material. 
Also, the combined arrangement of the different parts." 

146. For an Improvement in Pill Machines; James C. Ayer, Lowell, Massachusetts. 
Clalm.--"The corrugated or grooved globule cylinders, or their equivalents, for form- 

ing the rods o f '  mass '  or semi-solid material into globules. Also, the cylinder plunger 
and screw, for forming the round rods of the desired size. Also, the knife, or its equiva- 
lent, for cuttin~ the rods of semi-sulid substance the desired length, so arranged that it 
will cut or sever the rods without its sticking to them." 

147. For an Improved Automatic Lathe for Turning Irregular l~orms; Samuel N. 
Baker, New Haven, Connecticut. 

" T h i s  invention relates to the use of a series of cutters attached to a moving head, 
operated and moved to form the configurations upon the article being turned in thc lathe, 
to which the head is attached by revolving the pattern dics against the cutters, or by 
revolving the cutters against the pattern dies, and giving to the head eoutainlng the cut- 
ters a motion in the line of the length of the article being turned, for the purpose of 
giving to the article the required shape through the combined movement of the head and 
the cutters" 

Claim.--" 1st, The use of a series of cutters secured to a cutting head, standing at 
right angles to the article being turned, thc said cutters being operatcl hy being revolved 
within the circular case. 2d, The use of a pattern guide or die, or a series of thcm, 
placed at right angles to the article being turned, within a circle struck frmn the 'centre' 
of the lathe, and having a movement in the direction of the length of the lathc coinci- 
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dent with that of the cutters, and against which the cutters in their revolution come in 
contact. 3d, The use of a sliding cutter head containing both the cutters, to perform 
the operation of turning, and the pattern dies or guides to control the movements of the 
cutters." 
148. For an Improvement in Tanning Compositions; Ira Carle, Kingston Township, 

Pennsylvania.  
Claim.--" The  use of hemlock or oak bark, nitric acid, and Glauber's salts, all to be 

used in one bath for the purpose of tanning leather from hides in a short space of time." 

149. For  an Improved Auger Handle Fastening; William Ig. Clark, Chester, Conn. 
Claim.--" The attachment of the nut  to the handle of the auger, for the purpose of 

preventing the parts from being lost, and to form a secure and convenient fastening." 

150. For an Improvement in Smut Machlnes; Everard M. Clark, Lancaster, Penna.  
Clalm.--"The shape and construction of the fluted propeller, for the purpose of scour- 

ing the grain, at the same time driving a blast upwards, so as to blow offthe cheat, smut,  
&e., out of the spout above, before the grain passes down on to the wings of the propeller 
aud concave." 
151. For an Improvement in Adjuslme~ts applled to Pendulum Levels; Calvin Cole, 

Tarr]itown, .New York. 
Claim.--" 1st, The  adjusting platform with its attached set screw and spring. 2d, 

The  adjustment of the dial plate arotlnd the axis of the pendulum by the set-screws." 

152. For au Improvement in Artificial Legs; R . H .  51icholas and Douglass Bly, 
l{ochester, New York. 

Claim.--" The use of the ball, the two sections of the limb being held together." 

153. For an Improved Method of Sawlng Staves from the Bolt, and Dressing their 
Edges simultaneously; Elisha K. Collins, Cambridge, Mass. 

Clalm.--"The hand saw or saws, endless chain, which gives a continuous feed motion 
to one or more beds or plates attached, curved bars, the rotating cutters, the racks and the 
gearing, and screws connected with the bar, when they are arranged and combined to 
operate conjointly for the purpose of sawing, jointing~ and dressing staves at one opera- 
tion." 
154. For an Improved Maehlne for Tempering Scythes; C. P. Crossman, Warren ,  

Massachusetts. 
Claim.--" The employment within a suitable water tank of a pair of movable jaws 

and boxes, for the purpose of seizing, holding, and conveying the scythe blade." 

155. For an Improved Shell.roller Bed for Planing Machines; George Derby and 
James E.  Young, Augusta,  Maine. 

Clalm.--"The combination of the hollow or shell-rollers with the bevel gTooved rollers, 
whereby a bevel grooved or straight bed is formed." 
156. For an Improved Machine for Seaming Sheet Metal Roofs; Lucian Fay,  Cin- 

cinnati, Ohio. 
Claim.--" The use of the burning, folding, and seaming rollers, constructed with or 

without adjustable elastic bearings, in connexion with the movable platform or carriage." 

157. For an lmt~rovement in Spark Arresters; Henry YI. Graham, Paterson, :New 
Jersey. 

Claim.--" Placing Ihe slats in the vertical sides of the radial spark conductors at a 
higher elevation than the screens connecting the bases of said conductors, and with the 
mouths between said slats opening toward the angle between said spark conductors, and 
in the opposite direction to the accelerated motion of the products of combustion." 

158. For an Improved Machlne for Punching and Shaping Metals; George Haseltine, 
Washington ,  D. C. 

" T h i s  invention consists in the employment of dies and punches,  so arranged and 
operated that the required metal is cut from the bar or rod, shaped and punched, without 
waste of material, and the completed article discharged from the die box at every revo- 
lution of the shaft ." 

Claim.--" 1st, T h e  punch in connexion with the punch.  2d, The  movable dies 
when used in combination with two punches ."  
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159. For an Improvement in Mop Heads; James S. Itarris,  Eas t  Poultney, N. Y. 
Claim.--" Construet lng the wire jaws so as to nearly or quite inclose oblong spaces, 

for the purpose of more effectually embracing and holding the cloth. Also, the pin 
when  used in combination with the jaws."  
160. For an lmj~roved 3lorllsi~g Chisel; Christian J. Heistand, Rapho, Penna.  

" This  invention consists in providing the chisel with an eye, for the reception of a 
long handle."  

Clalra.--"The new article of manufacture consisting of a chisel wilh a handl~ pl~.'e(l 
at right angles with the cutting part." 

C I V I L  E N G I N E E R I N G . *  

For the Journal  of the Franklin Institute. 

Improvement of the Ohio River. By CH.~_RLES ELLEn' ,  J r . ,  U ] ; .  E ,  A. 

I have no wish to participate in the discussion nox~ going on in the 
pages of the Journal~ of the merits and faults of the various :~L~gg~.~'~ 
for the improvement of the navigation of the Ohio River. My object, 
at this time, is merely to invite the attention of Mr. W. Milnor Roberts 
to an error in his communication in the September number of the Jou~.':v,J, 
which, when corrected, I think will cause him to withdraw his modifi- 
cation of the plan of " Low dams with open sluice ways," 

Mr. Roberts seems already to have condemned Mr. Haupt's plan of 
low dams with canals along shore ; which, indeed, Mr. Morris had pre- 
viously shown to be entirely impraeticablc. If, then, it shall nppear tlmt 
Mr. Roberts's modification of that plan is equally impracticable, the in- 
vestigation in which he is now most laudably engaged, will be narrowed 
down to its former dimensions--to a choice between the system of reser- 
voirs, and the system of locks and dams. 

There will then be no other plans before the public at all worthy of 
consideration. 

Mr. Roberts's reeent plan of using reservoirs, along with low dams 
and open sluices, is devised expressly for the purpose of saving water-- 
in the supposition that a river can be made to stand on an inclined plane 
without being fed with the supply of water due to the slope of the plane, 
its depth and the length of its wetted perimeter. This is an oversight, fatal 
to his modification. 

The expectations of Mr. Roberts wouhl be approzimately satisfied, if 
his low dams were placed along at spaces of about a quarter of a mile, 
instead of every seven miles of the river's course. 

I do not wish to enter into any detailed investigation of this problem. 
I am satisfied that it is only necessary to call Mr. Roberts's attention to 
the point, to insure a new and more correct view of the subject. He 
will perceive, I am sure, as soon as his mind is again brought to the 
question, that he cannot obtain a depth of six feet between his dams, 
when placed from eleven to fifteen miles apart, as he proposes, unless 
he provides almost the precise quantity of water that would be required 
to maintain a depth of six feet in the natural and unobstructed channel 
of the river. The only object of the 80 dams proposed by Mr. Roberts, 

s* The  two following articles were received too late to he put in the posit i .n of this 
number devoted to Civil Engineer ing . - -En .  


